Heat mitigation by greening the cities, a review study
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Abstract
In the past decades, many studies have proposed urban greening as a method to mitigate the rising temperatures in cities and urban heat islands. The cooling effect of urban green spaces can be divided into two components; cooling intensity and cooling extension. These two components are affected by different factors. This paper provides a review of research on the impact of urban greening on temperature and on the parameters that have an effect on that. Based on this review, two categories that have an effect on cooling intensity and cooling extension were identified: internal factors and external factors. These play an important role in the effectiveness of urban green spaces. As internal factors or indexes, the following were extracted; Size index, Shape index, Vegetation species and Tree canopy coverage are the most common indexes in most of the studies. The external factors can be divided into climate and surrounding properties. A discussion of the reviewed studies reflects the impact of each index on the cooling intensity and cooling extension. The existing methods and techniques for determining these indexes have also been considered in this paper. As such, this study is helpful for designers and planners for decision-making during the design phase.
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1. Introduction

In the world urbanization prospect, the United Nations illustrate that the world urban population will increase by 66 percent by 2050, from 54 per cent in 2014, which means 2.5 billion people could add to urban populations by 2050(UN 2014) . Rapid urbanization has brought several undesirable changes. The urban heat island (UHI) is one of the most important climatic effects in cities resulting primarily from the capturing and storing of solar radiation by man-made environments and secondarily from the release of waste heat (Voogt and Oke 2003). The UHI effect results in an increased temperature in urban areas compared to their surroundings (Santamouris et al. 2001) . Because of the importance of this phenomenon, many researchers all around the world carried out their studies to understand the
characteristics of the UHI effect (Arnfield 2003; Ghiaus et al. 2006; Oke 1982). Several techniques are proposed to mitigate this effect in urban areas. Changing materials and adding vegetation are two common strategies in most of these techniques. Using highly reflective materials in buildings and urban spaces (Akbari and Levinson, 2008; Synnefa et al. 2007), the integration of high-tech materials (Karlessi et al. 2011; Zhu and Wu 2001), increasing the amount of vegetation on buildings in the form of green roofs and green facades (Niachou et al. 2001; Santamouris et al. 2012; Zhao and Srebric 2012) and increasing the area of urban greenery in urban parks and green streets (Chen and Wong Nyuk 2006; Georgi and Zafiriadis 2006; Shashua-Bar and Hoffman 2000; Taha et al. 1991) are some of the proposed techniques. Rosenfeld believed three strategies are important in mitigating the UHI effect: a. cool roofs, b. cool pavements, and c. vegetation for evapotranspiration (Rosenfeld et al. 1995). Greening the cities as a common technique was proposed in most of the studies. As replacing the natural environment by buildings and reducing the density of green vegetation in urban environments aggravate UHIs (Saito et al. 1991), adding more vegetated areas can be useful to mitigate UHIs.

Heat mitigation resulting from more green spaces in cities have several benefits. One of the important benefits is on human health. Different researchers found that green spaces can reduce heat-related mortality in cities (Clarke 1972; O’Neill and Ebi 2009). Medina-Ramón, by studying 50 cities in the USA illustrated that extreme heat may increase mortality by up to 5.74% (Medina-Ramón and Schwartz 2007). In a similar research in 15 European cities, Baccini showed that high summer ambient temperatures affected the rate of mortality, especially in three Mediterranean cities (Barcelona, Rome, and Valencia) and in two continental cities (Paris and Budapest) (Baccini et al. 2011). Mitigating the effects of heat waves by greening cities is imperative for human health especially for vulnerable groups.

The Social benefit of heat mitigation is making cities more livable. Thermal comfort encourages people to gather in urban spaces and increases social interactions (Burden 2008; Rhodes et al. 2011). Jan Gehl divided urban activity into three categories: mandatory, voluntary and social activity (Gehl 2013). Heat stress in urban spaces can decrease voluntary and social activities dramatically. Finally, the Economic effect of greening the cities based on decreasing energy demand is undeniable. A higher temperature in urban spaces causes a higher energy demand for cooling to improve thermal comfort inside buildings (Tremeac et al. 2012). Akbari, Pomerantz, and Taha (Akbari et al. 2001) found that every 1K increase in outdoor air temperature can increase the energy consumption of buildings in Los Angeles (L.A.) by 2-4%. They estimated that in these cities 5-10% of the electricity is required to decrease the temperature inside the building with around 0.5-3.0K. Shen (Shen et al. 2013) showed that a 0.5°C temperature increase increases the cooling demand of office buildings in the Hangzhou Metropolitan Area of China with about 10.8%. One well-known strategy to reduce the air temperature in the city and consequently the energy demand of buildings for cooling is the use of outdoor greening. Simpson and McPherson (Simpson and McPherson 1998) have estimated that every tree leads to a reduction in cooling costs in residential zones of about 1.9%–2.5% in a hot Mediterranean climate of Sacramento, California. Akbari et al. (Akbari 2009)(1992) reported the results of studies in Phoenix and Sacramento showing that by increasing a number of trees by 25%, the air temperature was reduced by 3.3-5.6 K in the summertime. In a recent review (Mullaney et al. 2015), Mullaney concluded that the economic benefit per tree is between $21 and $159. In addition to the economic benefit, reduction in energy demand by greening the cities also plays an important role in decreasing pollution and emission of CO₂, NO₂, PM₁₀, and VOCs. For this, absorption via leaf stomata and branches is imperative in removing pollution (McPherson 1998; Nowak et al. 2006).

Based on the mentioned benefits of thermal mitigation by urban greening, this paper reviews the literature on the cooling effect of green spaces and extracts the effectiveness indexes.
2. Methodology

The current study is a systematic review on the thermal effect of urban green spaces. There are two main parameters in previous studies that explain the cooling effect of green spaces: the first one focuses on the cooling intensity of urban greenery as the main parameter to quantify the cooling effect and compares air temperature, surface temperature, and perceptual temperature and the second one is the cooling extension of the vegetation. In the next step, based on literature, the effective factors to enhance heat mitigation were divided into internal and external factors. The internal factors depend on the character of the green space and can be divided into four main indexes: Size index: focus on the size of the vegetated area in the cities for more passive cooling purposes. Shape index: investigate the effect of different shapes on the cooling intensity and cooling extension. Green coverage ratio evaluate the effect of the area of ground covered by plant foliage on heat mitigation. Species: illustrate which kinds of vegetation are more effective for thermal comfort.

For each index, in addition to comparing the results, the applied techniques will be presented as well.

The external factors were divided into natural factors included climate and natural elements and artificial factors based on urban geometry, land use, and traffic. The external factors can have an effect on cooling intensity and cooling distance (extension) of urban green spaces.

As each index plays a different role in the cooling intensity and cooling extension, best approaches were suggested with consideration of the problems and the goals of the design.

3. Urban green space and its thermal effects:

Several studies have shown that planted areas are effective in influencing the city’s microclimate and they have been recommended as a passive adaptation strategy to reduce thermal stress (Bowler et al. 2010; Gill et al. 2007; Givoni 1991). This cooling effect has been described by different terms. Oke (1987) used “oasis effect” because the direct environment around an isolated moisture source is always cooler than its surroundings in an arid region, due to evaporation cooling (Oke 1987). Kai et al. (1997) explained this phenomenon from the differences in the energy balance of the oasis and its surrounding (Kai et al. 1997). In contrast to urban heat island also the term “urban cool island” (UCI) has been used (Hamada and Ohta 2010); in addition, Green space cool islands (GCI) and cool island intensity (CII) (Skoulika et al. 2014) are the other terms in the literature with the same meaning. Park cooling intensity (PCI) (Feyisa et al. 2014) is another term which defines the cooling effect of a specific type of green space. In this paper, GCI will be used.

Increasing vegetation, both in public and in private spaces can reduce the ambient air temperature by shading and evaporation cooling and altering wind speed and direction (Bernatzky 1982; Santamouris 2007). Shading by preventing the penetration of solar radiation is important for the cooling effect (Kotzen 2003; Shashua-Bar and Hoffman 2000). Liebard indicated that the foliage of a tree can filter 60 to 90% of the solar radiation and that crouching vegetation also decreases the reflected solar radiation near the ground (Liébard and De Herde 2005). The amount of shading depends on different parameters like canopy cover, plant species, and plant arrangement in the space. In a study in Lisbon with Subtropical-Mediterranean climate, the difference between shaded and sunny points reached 6.9 K (Oliveira et al. 2011). This difference is more remarkable in hot and dry climates. As mentioned before, evaporation and transpiration is another way in which vegetation can lower the air temperature. In the process of photosynthesis, plants use solar energy and transpire water, thus increasing the humidity and decreasing the temperature around the leaves. Georgi indicated that transpiration could make a place cooler by around 3.1 K (Georgi and Dimitriou 2010). In evapotranspiration cooling, plant species is the most important factor (Kotzen 2003; Pugnaire and Valladares 1999). The climate is
another factor that affects evaporation and its cooling benefits (De Bruin and Jacobs 1993). Natural ventilation or wind is a third important factor that can reduce the temperature in the city (Boukhabl and Alkam 2012). GCI can thereby be extended over a larger area improving the thermal conditions in this wider area; this extension of the area depends on many parameters like the surrounding morphology, wind direction and topography (Fryd et al. 2011; Oliveira et al. 2011).

GCI can be considered with two main parameters: cooling intensity and its extension (Honjo and Takakura 1991). The thermal effect of urban greenery is demonstrated in Fig 1. Cooling intensity is defined as the difference between the temperature of the green area and its built-up surroundings. The extension or the range of this effect is the size of the area which is affected by the green space.

**Fig. 1** The cooling effect of an urban green space (Honjo and Takakura 1991).

### 3.1. Cooling intensity

The cooling intensity, as the first important parameter to quantify the cooling effect of greenery, determines the magnitude of the thermal effect of urban green spaces. Cooling intensity has been studied by comparing air temperature, surface temperature and human thermal perception of a green space and its surroundings.

**Air temperature**

Parks have a special place among urban green spaces which reduce air temperature. Sonne (Sonne and Vieira 2000) (2000), after a one-year comparison of a forested park to two residential developments, one with extensive plants and the other with few plants, indicated that the air temperature in the park was lower than in the two residential developments and that a number of trees are important for the extent of the temperature reduction. In 2010, Bowler (Bowler et al. 2010) published a meta-analysis on 24 individual studies on parks. He concluded that the average GCI of parks was 0.97 K. In 2014, Skoulika (Skoulika et al. 2014) concluded from 26 published papers that the thermal effect of parks was from 0.3 K warmer to 6.9 K cooler than their surroundings. The differences between these results may be because the selected studies that were part of their analysis were from different climatic regions. In Bowler’s meta-analysis, most of the studies were from subtropical and Maritime temperate climates, while in Skoulika's study, Lisbon, Portugal, in a Mediterranean climate had the maximum GCI of about 6.9 K.

Orchards are another type of urban green spaces for which their effect on air temperature has been extensively investigated. Although most orchards are isolated and sometimes not public, they are effective in influencing the microclimate of their surroundings. Rosenfeld (Rosenfeld et al. 1995)(1995) reported a research in Los Angeles over the period 1882 to 1984 that because of an increase in the amount of orchards, the average temperature in the city decreased by 2K until the 1930s and thereafter due to an increasing amount of asphalt, which replaced green spaces, the city became warmer by about 3K. Similarly, in another research in Davis, CA, Taha et al. (Taha et al. 1989) (1989) compared an
isolated orchard with a bare land to the south and north of it. During clear weather, the results showed that the maximum and minimum temperature in the orchard were 26.0 and 7.5°C respectively while they were 28.3 and 5°C in the open areas.

Greening streets is another method for heat stress mitigation which has been studied by several researchers (Nichol 1996; Vailshery et al. 2013). In a study by Shahshua et al. (Shahshua-Bar and Hoffman 2000) (2000), 11 vegetated sites were analyzed of which most were streets. They concluded that street geometry, tree characteristics, and shading were important for GCI, that this effect was about 0.5-3 K and that the effect was strongest at noon. Tsiros (Tsiros 2010)(2010) examined five streets in the city of Athens (Greece). He measured the air temperature under the vegetation canopy in the streets and at a reference point and found that the cooling effect was from 0.4 to 2.2 K. A large area shaded by trees and minimum traffic were two main characteristics of the coolest streets.

Urban courtyards and their effective cooling of air temperature have not been studied as much as other greening types. Taleghani et al. (Taleghani et al. 2014) (2014) conducted a study in summer in Portland, USA, and in winter in Delft, the Netherlands. They showed that green spaces in summer and winter had smaller diurnal temperature fluctuation and that in summer a green courtyard was maximum 4.7°C cooler than a bare one.

Table 1 lists studies into the cooling impact of urban green spaces based on air temperature. As illustrated in this table, GCI of parks varied between 0.8 K and 8.6 K. This GCI depends on the climate and the natural environment, the size of the parks, species of the plants and trees and canopy cover; all of which will be examined later in this paper. Although there are many studies which show that urban green spaces are islands of cold in the city, there are some empirical studies which show that sometimes they are warmer than their surroundings (Grimmond et al. 1996; Rchid 2012). One of the reasons is that building cast more shadows that trees. Because of this, a park which is covered only by grass may be warmer than areas with buildings. In addition, Potcher (Potchter et al. 2006) found that the heat released by grass because of its decomposition is an important cause for these increased temperatures. Lu (Lu et al. 2012) finally explained that photosynthesis during midday was another reason. Besides, many of the artificial parks were paved by concrete and other materials which absorb more energy than vegetation. If a park is designed with large areas of the paved surface, more than 50% and little tree- and shrub-cover, the air temperature inside the park may be increased (Chang et al. 2007).

**Tab. 1** Studies on the impact of urban greening on air temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Size (ha)</th>
<th>Studied index</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Bacci et al. 2003)</td>
<td>Florence, Italy</td>
<td>6 Private gardens with trees</td>
<td>0.02–6.9</td>
<td>SI, BF</td>
<td>A nocturnal GCI significantly related to green area size. The GCI\textsubscript{max} was reported from 0.7-3.5 °C based on the size of green areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Barradas 1991)</td>
<td>Mexico City, Mexico</td>
<td>5 Parks</td>
<td>1.9-9.9</td>
<td>SI, ShI, TCC</td>
<td>The maximum ΔTa between parks and their surrounding recorded in the afternoon and equaled to 5.6°C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chang et al. 2007)</td>
<td>Taipei City, Taiwan</td>
<td>61 Parks</td>
<td>0.1-25</td>
<td>SI, TCC</td>
<td>GCI is positively related to the area of the park and percent coverage inside the park.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Saito et al. 1991)</td>
<td>Kumamoto, Japan</td>
<td>Park</td>
<td>0.24-2.25</td>
<td>TCC</td>
<td>3.8°C difference between the air temperature of tree-shaded area and unshaded area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Nichol 1996)</td>
<td>Singapore Street</td>
<td>BG, TCC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The cooling effect around 1.5-2.8°C between tree canopy cover and built area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Gomez et al. 1998)</td>
<td>Valencia, Spain</td>
<td>1 Park</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>UG</td>
<td>Air temperature was dropped around 2.5°C by green area</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Size (ha)</th>
<th>Studied index</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Potchter et al. 2006)</td>
<td>Tel Aviv, Israel</td>
<td>3 parks</td>
<td>2.5-3.5</td>
<td>TCC</td>
<td>Grass and different amounts of trees effect on air temperature about 0.7-2.5°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Georgi and Dimitriou 2010)</td>
<td>Chania, Greece</td>
<td>1 Park</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>SI, UG</td>
<td>The maximum reduction in air temperature in the day and at night was almost similar, 2.6 and 2.8 respectively, and minimum reduction at night 0.5°C was more than daytime and equaled to 0.7.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Srivaniit and Hokao 2013)</td>
<td>Saga, Japan</td>
<td>University campus</td>
<td>SI</td>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum GCI equals to 2.27 by increasing 20% in the number of trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Jansson et al. 2007)</td>
<td>Stockholm, Sweden</td>
<td>1 park</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>UG</td>
<td>A reduction in air temperature in sunset was at maximum 2°C while 0.5-0.8 °C during the day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Vailshery et al. 2013)</td>
<td>Bangalore, India</td>
<td>Street</td>
<td></td>
<td>TCC</td>
<td>5.6 reduction in air temperature in street segments with shadowing trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Skoulilka et al. 2014)</td>
<td>Athens, Greece</td>
<td>Park</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>The average cooling effect of park was 3.3-3.8K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ahmad 1992)</td>
<td>Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia</td>
<td>4 parks</td>
<td>1.6-153</td>
<td>SI</td>
<td>Based on size of the parks, the GCI was 1.5-4.1 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Katayama et al. 1993)</td>
<td>Fukuoka, Japan</td>
<td>1 park</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>SpI</td>
<td>A significant relationship between trees species and GCI was reported and the maximum GCI was 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Jonsson 2004)</td>
<td>Gaborone, Botswana</td>
<td>5 green areas</td>
<td></td>
<td>TCC</td>
<td>Dens green spaces were up to 2°C cooler than countryside; while sparse green spaces were warmer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Thorsson et al. 2007)</td>
<td>Matsudo, Japan</td>
<td>1 park</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>TCC</td>
<td>Grass lawn, forest, playground as a different feature of the green site were studied and average GCI was 1.1. The GCI of these features, based on canopy cover, was different.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lee et al. 2009)</td>
<td>Seoul, Korea</td>
<td>2 parks</td>
<td>1.5-4.2</td>
<td>UG, LU</td>
<td>Urban morphology and land use were two-factor intensified heat stress around parks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Hamada &amp; Ohta 2010)</td>
<td>Nagoya, Japan</td>
<td>1 Park</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>TCC</td>
<td>The air temperature difference between urban and green areas, in summer, was more than winter, 1.9 and 0.3 respectively. The greenery during the day was more effective in heat mitigation than at nights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lahme and Bruse 2003)</td>
<td>Essen, Germany</td>
<td>1 Park</td>
<td></td>
<td>TCC</td>
<td>The leaf area density as an important factor could change shadow and air temperature. 1.0K average cooling effect on air temperature between the park and the densely built-up area was recorded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sonne and Vieira 2000)</td>
<td>Florida,</td>
<td>1 forested site, 2 residential sites with trees and without trees</td>
<td>9-37</td>
<td>TCC</td>
<td>An extensive shading trees dropped temperature more than a few green canopy cover. 1°C cooling effect in residential site with tree compare to the one without tree illustrated the effect of trees on air temperature.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Surface or radiant temperature

In addition to studies which were focused on air temperature to investigate the effectiveness of green spaces in cities, some studies considered surface temperature or radiant temperature. In the study of surface temperature, remote sensing data has been applied most of the time. Since the 1970s, images from multispectral scanner systems (MSS) no longer came from airplanes but from satellites. Satellites can cover a larger area of land and can monitor areas. In early research, MSS data were used by Saito (Saito et al. 1991), and by Wilmers (Wilmers 1991). Aster data is another satellite’s data which is applied to assess land surface temperature, reflection, and elevation. Yan (Yan 2006) and Hamada et al. (Hamada and Ohta 2010) implemented this data to indicate the GCI of parks. Today, Landsat and NOAA are effective sources of information and because of their infrared sensors are used for determining surface temperature (Kawashima 1991). In most of the recent studies, Landsat data was applied because of its appropriate resolution. In addition to surface temperature, also the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) can be derived from the satellite data. This NDVI represents vegetation density as another way to calculate the cover ratio.

In research by Nichol (Nichol 1996), the mean surface temperature of the canopy of trees, obtained from Landsat’s hematic mapper, was 7.8 and 5.1 K cooler than that of concrete and grass surfaces respectively. Field measurements also showed that the air temperature below the canopy was 1.5-2 K cooler than in the surrounding areas. Feyisa et al. (2014) applied a linear mixed-effects model and illustrated a significant negative correlation between urban green space and surface temperature. They observed a maximum of 6.7 K in surface temperature reduction (Feyisa et al. 2014). Similar studies reported that the vegetation effect on surface temperatures exceeded around 7 K (Wilmers 1991). In a study in China, Kong (2014) showed a 0.83 K surface temperature reduction due to 10% increase in the vegetated area (Kong et al. 2014). Based on the correlation between vegetated area and surface temperature, Gillies and Carlson suggested a “triangular” method that couples soil –vegetation – atmosphere transfer (SVAT). This approach can estimate microclimate changes based on changing land use (Gillies and Carlson 1995). Most of the studies about the effect of green spaces on surface temperature are on a large scale including whole cities. In these researchers, urban forests, green space areas and urban canyons have been compared with built environments. The land use and its effect on surface temperature were the main focus of these studies.

Temporal variation

The cooling effect of vegetation on air temperature and surface temperature is different day by day and time by time. Hamada et al. (Hamada and Ohta 2010) investigated seasonal variations of the difference in air temperature between an urban green area and its surroundings in Nagoya, Japan. They concluded that this difference was larger in summer than in winter and that in summer it was larger during the day than at night whereas in winter it was larger during the night than during the day.
recent review of 17 studies on the nocturnal cooling island effect of parks by Skoulika (Skoulika et al. 2014) (2014), temperature differences of between 0.5-10 K were reported. Another review of seven studies by Bowler (Bowler et al. 2010) (2010) reported that the average nocturnal park temperatures were about 1.15 °C below the temperatures in the surroundings of the park. In almost every season, the surface temperature cooling effect is generally higher during the day than at night (Wilmers 1991), which is not true for the air temperature cooling effect. There is evidence showing that in winter the air temperature in forests and grasslands is higher than in urban built-up areas (Chen et al. 2014).

Tab. 2 Studies on the impact of urban greening on air temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Studied index</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Cao et al. 2010)</td>
<td>Nagoya, Japan</td>
<td>92 parks</td>
<td>0.1-41.9</td>
<td>SI, Shi</td>
<td>Cooling intensity has a significant relationship with size and shape of parks and surface temperature. Grass has a negative impact on GCI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Vailshery et al. 2013)</td>
<td>Bangalore, India</td>
<td>Street</td>
<td>TCC</td>
<td>27.5 reduction in surface temperature in street segments with shadowing trees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kjelgren and Montague 1998)</td>
<td>Seattle, US Green area</td>
<td>LU</td>
<td>TCC</td>
<td>Trees over asphalt had consistently higher T than those over turf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ca et al. 1998)</td>
<td>Tokyo, Japan</td>
<td>1 park</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>LU</td>
<td>The cooling effect of the park was intensified in the afternoon because grass surface temperature became cool sooner than concert and asphalt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Feyisa et al. 2014)</td>
<td>Addis Ababa, Ethiopia</td>
<td>1 park</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>ShI, TCC</td>
<td>A positive relationship between surface temperature and NDVI and a negative relationship between surface temperature and shape index were conducted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Hamada et al. 2013)</td>
<td>Nagoya, Japan</td>
<td>Urban forest</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>LU</td>
<td>Based on surface temperature, commercial areas interrupted the GCI while other land uses are extended it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kong et al. 2014)</td>
<td>Nanjing, China</td>
<td>Urban green areas</td>
<td>SI, TCC, AI 1</td>
<td>By 10% increasing plant area, the surface temperature dropped about 0.83 °C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Weng et al. 2004)</td>
<td>Indianapolis, Marion</td>
<td>Urban green area</td>
<td>TCC</td>
<td>NDVI affected surface temperature significantly.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Wilmers 1991)</td>
<td>Hannover, Germany</td>
<td>Urban green area</td>
<td>TCC, BG</td>
<td>The vegetation effect on surface temperatures exceeded around 7K.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Nichol 1996)</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Urban green area</td>
<td>LU, TCC</td>
<td>The surface temperature of tree canopy cover was 7.8 and 5.1 K cooler than that of concrete and grass surfaces respectively.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AI 1= Aggregation Index**

**Thermal comfort**

Because planted areas in the city play an important role in reducing air and surface temperature, their effect on thermal comfort and perception is undeniable. Temperature equivalent perception (TEP) (Monteiro and Alucci 2009), discomfort index (DI) (Thorn 1959), Physiological Equivalent
Temperature (PET) (Höppe 1999), Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) (Jendritzky 1990) are some of the human biometeorological methods which are used to represent outdoor thermal comfort. When calculating these variables, meteorological factors like air temperature, surface temperature, wind speed, humidity and short-wave and long-wave irradiance are applied (Akbari and Taha 1992); as such, they can give a comprehensive thermal view. Several research projects have focused on the perception of the cooling effect of vegetated areas. In a study in Sao Paolo, the reduction in PET by greening streets was up to 12 K (Spangenberg et al. 2008). A similar study by Toudert and Mayer showed this reduction to be above 20 K (Ali-Toudert and Mayer 2007). Yang et al. (2011) evaluated different urban design strategies for summer time. They concluded that adding dense trees above pavement can reduce PET up to 20 K which is 5 K more than when adding dense trees above a grass lawn (Yang et al. 2011). In another study in Brazil, TEP was applied to show the thermal comfort conditions around the building and below shading trees. This research emphasized the role of trees especially in low-rise districts (Johansson et al. 2013).

**Tab. 3** Studies on the impact of urban greening on pedestrian thermal comfort.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Studied index</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Klemm et al. 2015)</td>
<td>Utrecht, NL</td>
<td>13 Park</td>
<td>0.93-22.08</td>
<td>SI, TCC, CL, UG</td>
<td>1.9K reduction in PET in parks in compare with the city center and 5K in compare with surrounding grasslands during the hottest period of the day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Georgi and Dimitriou 2010)</td>
<td>Chania, Greece</td>
<td>Park</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>SI, UG</td>
<td>An area of 100 m² with 8 trees in 5 m distance from each other provide desirable thermal comfort in the year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Johansson et al. 2013)</td>
<td>Sao Paulo, Brazil</td>
<td>6 Urban tissues</td>
<td>TCC</td>
<td>10°C difference in TEP between a bare soil, wooded area, and a complete cover of tree canopy was recorded. In streets with low rise building, adding shading trees was an important cooling strategy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Spangenberg et al. 2008)</td>
<td>Sao Paulo, Brazil</td>
<td>A park, a square, and a street canyon</td>
<td>TCC</td>
<td>The denser the tree canopy (higher LAI and LAD) decreased PET up to 12°C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ali-Toudert and Mayer 2007)</td>
<td>5 Urban streets</td>
<td>UG,TCC</td>
<td>8.7°C reduction in PET by less SVF and dense green coverage.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Charalampos et al. 2013)</td>
<td>Athens, Greece</td>
<td>6 sites at university</td>
<td>TCC</td>
<td>A continuous green corridor along the street with Platanus acerifolia increased thermal comfort.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Correa et al. 2012)</td>
<td>Mendoza, Argentina</td>
<td>9 urban streets</td>
<td>UG, TCC, SpI</td>
<td>Increasing SVF in summer and decreasing SVF in winter effected on PET and caused discomfort.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lin et al. 2010)</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>University campus</td>
<td>TCC</td>
<td>The tree canopy characteristics such as leaf area index and canopy coverage are important factor in shadowing urban space and decrease diurnal discomfort index (DI)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In conclusion, adding shaded trees to urban areas has a cooling effect and especially in summer can help reduce energy consumption. The effect of greening cities on air temperature is less than on surface temperature and on thermal comfort. According to a study by Schwarz et al. (Schwarz et al. 2012), air temperature and surface temperature positively correlated. The difference, however, in the surface temperature between green areas, built areas and bare areas was more than in air temperature. Due to their data types and the information content, this difference is explainable. For air temperature, shadow, evaporation and optical properties are more effective, while for surface temperature thermal storage and admittance play important roles. In the human biometeorological models, different meteorological factors are applied. This overall view can thus describe the thermal comfort of people in urban spaces and is a better index to show the effect of green areas and people’s behavior.

### 3.2. Cooling extension

The second parameter of the cooling effect is the cooling extension. One of the major questions is what distance the cooling effect was observed. Several studies were focused on identifying this extension (Declet-Barreto et al. 2013; Lin et al. 2015; Vanos et al. 2012; Wardoyo et al. 2012). Skoulika (Skoulika et al. 2014) in 2012 indicated that the air temperature gradient of a medium size urban park in Athens was between 0.2 and 1.4 K per 100 m. Almost similar results were reported by Lindqvist (Lindqvist 1992) for Gothenburg Sweden (0.33 K per 100 m), and by Lee (Lee et al. 2009) (2 K per 100 m) in Seoul, Korea. Shashua (Shashua-Bar and Hoffman 2000) concluded that the cooling effect will decrease 1.4% every 10 m. Reported distances of the thermal impact of green areas on their surroundings differ among studies ranging between 15 m as found by Saito (Saito et al. 1991) (1991) to 2000 m as found by Jauregui (Jauregui 1991) (1990/91). The size of the green spaces was obviously different and in many studies this size was reported to be an important parameter determining the cooling extension (Honjo and Takakura 1991; Upmanis et al. 1998). Chen et al. (Chen et al. 2012) in their study in China reported that parks larger than 740 000 m², decrease temperature around 1 m per 10 000 m² increase of vegetated area.

Wind direction is another significant factor which can change the range of the effect (Honjo and Takakura 1991). In comparisons between the range of the thermal effect of a park in different studies, the radius of the effect in the downwind field was reported more than in the upwind one (Fryd et al. 2011; Hamada et al. 2013). Different studies showed that the GCI extends in the direction of the prevailing wind (Ca et al. 1998; Jauregui 1991; Oke et al. 1989). Fryd (Fryd et al. 2011) (2011) indicated that topography and surrounding city structures were two factors affecting the distance of the cooling effect of green spaces on their surroundings. As increasing the height of buildings and increasing urban density can block the wind flow to the surrounding areas, these parameters play a key role in the cooling extension. Upmanis et al. (Upmanis et al. 1998) concluded that due to confinements for air circulation by the built environment around a small park in Gothenburg, Sweden, the thermal influence of this park was limited. The range of the cooling extension during the day is not similar to that during the night. Large differences between day and night were reported by Hamada (Hamada and Ohta 2010) (2010). He reported that the extension of the thermal effect of green areas was about 200-300 m at night while this effect was about 300-500 m during the day between August and October.
Tab. 4 Studies on the cooling extension of urban greening.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Size (ha)</th>
<th>Studied index</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Doick et al. 2014)</td>
<td>London, UK</td>
<td>3 Parks and 1 street</td>
<td>seRSW19-142</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>Cooling of up to 4 °C with 440 m cooling extension. Wind speed has important role in cooling extension.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ca et al. 1998)</td>
<td>Tama, Japan</td>
<td>1 park</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>SI, CL</td>
<td>1.5°C of cooling extending 1 km around studied park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Upmanis et al. 1998)</td>
<td>Goteborg, Sweden</td>
<td>Park</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>SI, TCC</td>
<td>4 °C cooling influence that extended 775 m around the 156 ha park.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chandler 1966)</td>
<td>London, UK</td>
<td>Park</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>The 3 °C cooling effect to 200 m around Hyde Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Watkins et al. 2002)</td>
<td>London, UK</td>
<td>Park</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum 1.1 °C of cooling intensity with 200 to 400 m cooling extension.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Cao et al. 2010)</td>
<td>Nagoya, Japan</td>
<td>92 parks</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>SI, Shi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Oliveira et al. 2011)</td>
<td>Lisbon, Portugal</td>
<td>Garden</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>UG, CL</td>
<td>With maximum ΔTa and ΔTmrt equal to 6.9°C and 39.2 respectively and maximum extension around 300 m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Georgi and Dimitriou 2010)</td>
<td>Chania, Greece</td>
<td>Park</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>SI, UG</td>
<td>Maximum cooling extension equal to 100 m around the park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Jauregui 1991)</td>
<td>Mexico City, Mexico</td>
<td>Park</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>SI, UG</td>
<td>Minimum cooling effect 3°C and its effect were observed to 2000 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Saito et al. 1991)</td>
<td>Kumamoto, Japan</td>
<td>Park</td>
<td>0.24-2.25</td>
<td>TCC</td>
<td>The cooling effect around 15-20 m was recorded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Oke et al. 1989)</td>
<td>Montreal, Canada</td>
<td>Park</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td>400 m cooling extension was detected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Main effective indexes on heat mitigation

In the reviewed research papers, different indexes were considered that affect the cooling effect of vegetated areas in cities. After reviewing the literature, the most common indexes in studies have been divided into two categories: internal indexes and external indexes. Internal indexes are about the characteristics of the green space itself such as its area, shape, coverage and species of greenery while external indexes present the factors arising from the climate and from the neighborhood around the green area which alter the cooling effect of this green area. The number of studies on each index is presented in table 5.

Tab. 5 The number of studies on each index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Studied Index</th>
<th>Internal indexes</th>
<th>External indexes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Size Index (SI)</td>
<td>Shape Index (ShI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tree Canopy Cover (TCC)</td>
<td>Species Index (SpI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Climate (CL)</td>
<td>The Adjacent Urban Fabric (AUF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Land use (LU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Urban Geometry (UG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Traffic (Tr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of studies</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1. Internal indexes

Size index (SI)

The size of the green area is one of the important issues under discussion. Several studies showed that both the cooling intensity and the cooling extension were affected by the size of the vegetated area (Chen et al. 2012; Feyisa et al. 2014; Sprokken—Smith 1994).

With regard to cooling intensity, size index plays an important role. In a quantitative evaluation of urban park cool island factors, Lu et al. (Lu et al. 2012) mentioned that the main factor was the area of the park. They compared 4 green spaces in China with sizes from 4.5 to 36.7 ha and showed that the GCI of the largest one was around 2K cooler than of the smallest one. In other research from Sweden, Upmanis (Upmanis et al. 1998) found the cooling intensity of 3 parks, 2.4 ha, 3.6 ha and 156 ha, to be 1.7, 2.6 and 5.9°C respectively. This cooling intensity was not similar in all studies and increasing the size of the park sometimes had a smaller effect. The park’s characteristics and the climate can be two important factors which may have affected the results. Chang et al (Chang et al. 2007) indicated that large parks had usually a lower temperature than small ones; they demonstrated that there was not a linear correlation between cooling intensity and size index, though. They classified 61 parks in Taipei into three classes: large, medium and small with corresponding areas “>1 ha”, “0.5-1 ha” and “<0.5 ha”. Their results showed that at noon in summer the parks larger than 3 ha were consistently cooler than their surroundings and the smaller parks were not always. All the parks that were warmer than their surroundings were smaller than 2 ha. During the nights in summer and at noon in winter, even 7 ha – parks became a local heat island. They deduced that smaller parks have less shadow and more paved surfaces which trap heat and increase temperature. In contrast, Bacci et al. (Bacci et al. 2003) reported a linear correlation between GCI and size index. They compared 6 green spaces in Italy and concluded that the cooling intensity both during the day and during the night significantly related to green area size. Although even small green spaces could decrease temperature, they found evidence showing that a park size of more than 2 ha was more effective. Similar results were found by Barradas (Barradas 1991) who analyzed 5 parks in Mexico City with areas between 1.9 to 9.9 ha. He also reported a linear correlation between cooling intensity and park area. Chen et al. (Chen et al. 2012), using Landsat Thematic Mapper data for 10 parks in China, reported that for the parks in which more than 69% of the area was green and which had a length-to-width ratio close to 1 there was a linear relationship between average cooling intensity and the size of the green spaces. There are also a few studies that illustrate that even small vegetated areas have a certain degree of cooling intensity. Georgi (Georgi and Dimitriou 2010) suggested that an area of 100 m² with eight trees with a distance of 5 m between them could be helpful to lower the temperature.

Researchers report different results concerning the effect of size index on the cooling extension. From his study of 3 parks, 2.4 ha, 3.6 ha and 156 ha, Upmanis (Upmanis et al. 1998) reported that the size of the park affected the cooling extension which reached to 1175 m around the largest park. The results of Chen et al’s (Chen et al. 2012) study showed a nonlinear relationship between cooling distance and green area. They indicated that the parks smaller than 10566 m² had no significant cooling effect on their surroundings and that the parks with an area of 10566 and 740000 m² and a length-to-width ratio close to 2 did have a remarkable cooling extension. In a recently published paper, Lin (2015), based on a field study and on remote sensing, determined the cooling extension of parks to vary from 35 m to 840 m. In this study, larger parks were more effective to extend GCI to their surroundings (Lin et al. 2015). Most studies found similar results concerning the direct relationship between cooling distance and the area of green spaces in cities (Hamada and Ohta 2010; Yu and Hien 2006). In contrast, there also are studies which recommend small parks. Ca (Ca et al. 1998) illustrated that the GCI of a small park on surface temperature with an area 0.6 km² was 1.5 K and it extended to 1 km downwind in a
commercial district. Saito et al. (Saito et al. 1991), and Watkins et al. (Watkins et al. 2002) proved that even small parks had a cooling extension when it comes to surface temperature. A network of small parks in sufficiently close distance to each other as a strategy to mitigate a high temperature in the city has also been suggested by researchers (Givoni 1972; Honjo and Takakura 1991). Based on simulations, Honjo et al. (Honjo and Takakura 1991) reported that the optimum interval between green areas was 200 m in the downwind field direction if the width of the vegetated area was 300-700 m. As a result, the studies, which emphasized the cooling extension of small parks, studied surface temperature from satellite images or applied simulations; field studies, though, showed that the extension effect of small parks on air temperature was negotiable.

In conclusion, most of the field studies approved that increasing the size enhances the cooling intensity and cooling extension. There is some evidence that even small green spaces can have a cooling effect. However, the cooling intensity and cooling distance of green areas smaller than 2 ha do not seem enough for the meso-climate. A checkerboard of medium to large green spaces in each district for heat mitigation in a meso-climate and small green spaces in neighborhoods with the sufficiently short distance between them could be useful in influencing the micro-climate.

**Shape index (ShI)**

Shape index is the perimeter-to-area ratio that quantifies the geometric complexity of green areas in cities. In many studies about landscape metrics, one of the main indexes is the shape index (Aithal and Sanna 2012; Fan and Myint 2014; McGarigal 2002). The landscape shape index (LSI) was a term introduced in 1975 by Patton (Patton 1975) for the first time which describes the degree of compactness of a patch of land. Fan (2014) applied satellite images to calculate the shape index and suggested it as a factor in landscape metrics (Fan and Myint 2014). This factor was explained as being an important factor for cooling intensity and cooling distance (Cao et al. 2010). Although many more studies focused on size index, there have been studies which proved that shape index helps explaining thermal mitigation. Shape index (ShI) or landscape shape index (LSI) are calculated with different formulas. Cao et al. (Cao et al. 2010) who studied 92 parks in Nagoya, Japan, focused on the effect of size and shape on surface temperature. They used below formula to calculate LSI:

$$\text{LSI} = \frac{P_t}{2\sqrt{\pi} \cdot A}$$

Where $P_t$ is the perimeter around the green space, its circumference, and $A$ is its area. LSI equals to 1.00 and 1.13 for the circle and square shapes respectively. Coa et al. reported LSI values from 1.01 to 5.76 for the parks presented in figure 2 (Fig. 2).

A study (Ramachandra et al. 2012) in Bangalore applied LSI to describe urban dynamics and analyze urban patterns. The result illustrated that LSI was close to one in the city center and that higher LSI was calculated for city developments from 2010. In another study on the more useful LSI in GCI, Feyisa (Feyisa et al. 2014) concluded that parks with a higher shape index had different behavior with respect to cooling distance and cooling intensity. For these green spaces the range of the effect was larger; in contrast, their cooling intensity was less. Thus, when the shape of a vegetated area was closer to a circle, its cooling intensity was higher than of other shapes and when the shape was more irregular, the distance of the cooling effect was larger. Similar results were obtained from six typical parks in Chongqing, China, by Lu et al. (Lu et al. 2012). They indicated a negative correlation between cooling intensity and shape index and suggested that the circular shape is the best shape for a high cooling intensity.

From these study, it can conduct that depending on the exact goals in each part of the city different shapes for green areas will be useful. For instance, in the districts of a city in which a heat island is detected and the cooling intensity is more important, like in a city center, a regular shape close to a
circle is suggested. In other districts, in order to increase the cooling distance and mitigate high temperatures in a larger area, like neighborhoods, irregular forms will be more effective.

![Fig. 2 The LSI values of different park shapes (Cao et al. 2010).](image)

**Tree Canopy Cover (TCC)**

“Tree Canopy Cover” (TCC) can be defined as the area of ground covered by the extension of plant foliage (Jennings et al. 1999). TCC is a term widely used in forest research and management (Fiala et al. 2006) and sometimes also referred to as “Forest Canopy Cover” (FCC) in some large-scale researches (Hamada and Ohta 2010). Because TCC can give useful information about the area covered by trees and their effect on temperature, this term was also applied in thermal comfort and energy efficiency studies. Although size index and shape index are two important factors for the thermal effect of greenery, a clarifying factor that shows how much of a corridor or patch of land is covered by greenery is necessary. Sometimes, although the size index is high, the GCI is not as much as expected. One of the reasons, in that case, may be low tree canopy cover or a few shadowing trees in that particular green patch (Chang et al. 2007). Many studies approved that increasing the canopy cover was a cost-effective way to decrease the temperature, to mitigate urban heat island effect and to reduce energy consumption (Feyisa et al. 2014; McPherson and Simpson 2003; Rosenfeld et al. 1998). McPherson et al. (McPherson and Simpson 2003) applied aerial photographs of California to calculate the tree canopy cover and to simulate energy use. They showed that adding shading trees and increasing green canopy cover in summer can reduce energy consumption by about 10% (5,190 MW) by influencing the micro- and meso-climate. A similar study for Los Angeles picked out shading trees as a means of heat island mitigation and called these a strategy of cool communities (Rosenfeld et al. 1998). Hamada et al. (Hamada and Ohta 2010), finally, illustrated that by increasing forest-cover ratio by 10% a 0.43 K decline in temperature was recorded at 15:00. In this study, the GCI was more significant than in Katayama et al.’s study, which reported a 2 K reduction in case of a 100% increase in TCC.

Tree canopy cover in order to prevent solar radiation from passing through trees has an important effect on GCI. Huang (Huang et al. 1990) reported that only 10 to 30 percent of the energy of the sun penetrates through the foliage to the ground below a tree and that the remaining part is absorbed by the
leaves for photosynthesis or reflected back into the sky. In addition, surface materials by their heat retention and emission affect surface and air temperature (Liu et al. 2012; Zhan et al. 2012), thus the canopy cover is an important index for the cooling effect of green areas. In addition, canopy cover can reduce the wind speed in urban space. Another study concluded that by a 10% increase of canopy cover the wind speed increased by 8% (Yang et al. 2013).

There are different ways to calculate canopy cover: the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), green coverage ratio (GCR), leaf area index (LAI), vegetated sky view factor and the partially shaded area (PSA) are the common ones.

To calculate NDVI, temperature remote sensing data was applied most of the time. In a recently published paper, Feyisa et al. (Feyisa et al. 2014) found a negative correlation between air temperature and canopy cover defined by NDVI (p<0.001). They found that every percent (point) increase in canopy cover has a cooling effect of around 0.02K. Buyadi et al. (Buyadi et al. 2013) in 2013 compared green areas in Shah Alam, Selangor, in the year 1991 and 2009 and applied NDVI to find its effects on land surface temperature (LST). They concluded that by decreasing NDVI by about 17.48%, the range of radiant temperature changed from 25.8°C -30.8°C to 24.0°C - 38.0°C. This means the effect of NDVI on surface temperature is more than on air temperature. Besides, both of these temperatures are important in perceptual temperature and thermal comfort.

Srivannit et al. (Srivannit and Kazunori 2011), who studied urban morphology indicators and their effects on urban climate, reported that green coverage ratio (GCR) was one of the most important indicators. They defined GCR as the percentage of green coverage or the ratio of the area of shading trees to the area of the land. In their study, a significant negative correlation (64.9%) between GCR and average daytime summer air temperature was found.

Leaf area index (LAI), which is the ratio of surface area of the leaves to the ground area, is another indicator representing plant canopy cover (Kumar and Kaushik 2005; Takakura et al. 2000). Chen (Chen and Wong Nyuk 2006) used LAI to study vegetative canopies. His results showed that a higher density of plants caused a lower ambient temperature. For Terre Haute, Indiana, USA, the relationship between leaf area index and surface temperature was illustrated: when the leaf area index increased to 1.0, the surface temperature dropped by 1.3° C (Hardin and Jensen 2007). Increasing LAI enhances evapotranspiration (Rey 1999), (Bréda and Granier 1996) of leaves which affect air temperature.

Shashua et al. (Shashua-Bar and Hoffman 2000) used the partially shaded area (PSA) to quantify tree coverage. They calculated PSA as the ratio of the shaded area of the trees to the ground area at noon. The sky view factor, SVF, is defined as the percentage of the free sky at specific locations (Oke 1987).

The sky view factor (SVF) includes vegetation and buildings which block the view towards the sky. Increasing the TCC can decrease the vegetated sky view factor and cause more shading during the day and less radiation exchange with the sky during the night. Thus a low SVF causes cooler pockets of space during daytime and cooler pockets of space at night (Svensson 2004; Yamashita et al. 1986). Yang et al. (2013) reported a significant correlation between the tree sky view factor (TVF), which is defined as the amount of sky being blocked by trees. and the urban micro-climate. They, with a special focus on wind velocity, concluded that by a decrease of 10% in the tree view factor, the wind velocity increased by a factor of 3-4 % both during the day and at night (Yang et al. 2013). A study in Athens, Greece, found a significant correlation between the tree view factor and PET. Researchers recorded a maximum of 8.7 K difference in between two sites, one with and one without trees (Charalampopoulos et al. 2013). Similar results were reported for Mendoza, Argentina. That study showed that obstacles blocking the view towards the sky caused the cooling of urban areas during the day (Correa et al. 2012). Based on 12 field experiments investigating outdoor thermal comfort in central Taiwan, a direct relationship between SVF and PET in winter and an inverse relationship in summer was found (Lin et al. 2010).
In conclusion, covering urban space with shading trees is a method to control solar radiation and make cool islands in the morning. The impact of size seems to depend on the specific climate and the problem as a result of which the best TCC seems to depend on the same factors. For example in a city with hot summers and mild winters, adding more shading trees will be effective. However, in a city center with a night heat island, covering the urban spaces with trees is not an effective method.

Species index (SpI)

Because of their different thermal effects, selecting the right species for urban green spaces is important. Different anatomical and physiological characteristics cause different cooling effects (De Bruin and Jacobs 1993). There have been many studies to find which species is more effective in thermal mitigation.

The physical, chemical and biological properties of species influence the density and the shading quality of each species and as a result, affect the thermal conditions around the plants. The foliage of a tree can block 60 to 90% of the incident solar radiation (Liébhard and De Herde 2005). In addition, depending on their species, leaves can absorb up to 90% of UV radiation and a wide range of infrared radiation (Escourrou 1981). Shashua-Bar et al. (Shashua-Bar et al. 2009), after a study of seven vegetation species, illustrated that the Ficus was the most effective one. They reported that due to the envelope of the Ficus, the solar radiation penetrating through the canopy of this species was only about 5%. As penetrating solar radiation and shadow have a strong impact on surface and air temperature, the thermal impact of trees is higher than of other types (Bacci et al. 2003; Cao et al. 2010; Hamada and Ohta 2010). In a recently published study, Zhang et al. (Zhang et al. 2014) categorized urban greenery into seven structural types: tree, grass, shrub, tree-shrub, shrub-grass, tree-grass, tree-grass-shrub, and studied their thermal behavior. They concluded that the combination of trees, grass and shrubs had the maximum air temperature reduction, 2.6 K and that grass alone had the smallest effect, 0.8-0.9 K. Similar results reported by Nichol (Nichol 1996) illustrated that grass surfaces had no significant cooling effect. In a comparison between a grassland and a woodland in Florence, Italy, in August 2008, he demonstrated that from 9 am to 9 pm the woodland was cooler than the grassland and after 9 pm the grassland temperature dropped faster and stronger than the woodland temperature (Petrali et al. 2009). As mentioned before, midday photosynthesis and heat released from decomposition (Lu et al. 2012; Potchter et al. 2006) are important in the thermal behavior of grass.

Oke (Oke et al. 1989) indicated that the leaf’s roughness and canopy cover determine the temperature drop. He compared coniferous and deciduous forests and reported that the coniferous forest had a lower albedo which led to a higher air temperature. On the other hand, Leuzinger et al. (Leuzinger et al. 2010) reported that broad-leaf species have a higher crown temperature. In similar research, Wenting (Wenting et al. 2012) showed that coniferous and broad-leaf plants were the most effective combination in summer and could decrease the temperature by 3.8 K. On second place, the broad-leaf deciduous type had the largest cooling effect by decreasing the temperature by 3.7 K whereas the bamboo forest type and the coniferous type had the lowest cooling effect of around 1 K. In a detailed study, the impact of leaf properties on temperature was studied by Lin et al. (Lin and Lin 2010). They indicated that some species of trees are more useful for thermal mitigation than others; for instance, the cooling intensity of U. Parvifolia was 2.52 K while that of C.Fitula was only 0.64 K. They suggested that leaf color lightness, foliage density, leaf thickness, and leaf texture (surface roughness) are the factors of each species determining their cooling impacts. Light green, thick-leaved trees with rough leaves had a significant positive effect on decreasing the temperature. Similarly, Ehleringer (Ehleringer 1985) showed that rough-leaved plants absorbed less solar radiation and that the air temperature under their canopy was lower than in the case of smooth-leaved plants.

Another important factor in the cooling behavior of plants is their transpiration which was studied by among others Goyal (Goyal 2004) and Tuzet (Tuzet et al. 2003). Less evaporation may result in a
lower cooling intensity. After studying plant species in Chania, Greece, Georgi (Georgi and Dimitriou 2010) reported that some species like the Ficus, with a high transpiration rate, decrease the temperature more than other species.

This literature review illustrates that most of the studies about species index have examined the cooling intensity of different kinds of vegetation. The cooling extension as the second parameter of the cooling effect, therefore, needs more study.

4.2. External indexes

The internal properties of the planted areas like their size, shape, green coverage and their species are important factors determining the total cooling intensity and the cooling extension. Besides, particularly the cooling extension is also influenced by the local climate (Skoulika et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2013). Furthermore, the characteristics of the surrounding area is another important factor which influences cooling intensity and cooling extension (Jauregui 1991; Saito et al. 1991).

Climate (CL)

The importance of climate in the GCI can be seen from studies conducted in different climates. Shashua et al. (Shashua-Bar and Hoffman 2000) illustrated that not only the climate but also the microclimate plays an imperative role. They called it “the background effect”.

The Köppen climate classification, which has been applied in this review, divides climates into five main groups (A, B, C, D, and E). In Groups A and B the Tropical/mega-thermal climates and Dry (arid and semi-arid) climates are included respectively. Group C is defined as Temperate/mesothermal climate which includes the Mediterranean, Humid subtropical and Oceanic climate. The Continental/microthermal climates and Polar and alpine climates are grouped under D and E (Peel et al. 2007). Based on this climate classification, all relevant studies have been reviewed again to draw conclusions about the effect of climate on GCI.

In comparing GCI in a different climate, the highest cooling effect of vegetated areas can be found in hot–arid climates. Based on studies, the average and minimum GCI in hot arid climates were 4.4 K and 2 K respectively. Spoken (Spronken-Smith and Oke 1998) proved that the park cool effect was stronger in hot and dry climates than in other climates. Although the cooling effect of a vegetated area is considerably larger in a hot desert than in other climates, the number of studies in hot and dry climates is, however, fairly limited. Similar limited studies in tropical climates emphasized the effect of green spaces to mitigate the urban heat island effect especially in Malaysia (Ahmad 1992; Elsayed 2012; Sani 1987). According to table 6, most of the studies have been conducted in a temperate climate, which was divided into Mediterranean, Subtropical and Oceanic climates. The average GCI in a temperate climate was around 2.5 K. In Mediterranean cities with dry summers and subtropical cities with warm summers the GCI is generally higher than in Oceanic climates. The GCI in continental climates is not as important as in hot-arid and tropical climates.

As a result, the effect of green spaces in heat mitigation is larger in climates with hotter summer than in other ones. However, more studies need to be done in hot-arid and tropical climates.

In conclusion, the thermal benefits of greening cities are not the same in all climates. The GCI in climates with generally a higher air temperature and with drier summers is more than in other climates. In arid and semi-arid climates, the effects of planted areas were not only limited to thermal effects, surface, and air temperature but also included increased humidity and more cool breeze. However, the number of studies in these climates are still limited. Due to lack of water in arid and semi-arid cities, greening these cities is very sensitive and needs more study to find the minimum effective greenery for heat mitigation.
The adjacent urban fabric (AUF)

The cooling effect of greenery in the city not only depends on its specific attributes but also on the surrounding urban fabric, which alters the cooling intensity and cooling extension. Spronken and Oke in their study in Vancouver and Sacramento emphasized that, besides the percentage of trees in a park, irrigation requirements and aridity of the place, the vicinity is an important factor determining the cooling extension (Spronken-Smith and Oke 1998). The importance of the adjacent urban fabric around green spaces has been mentioned in different studies (Jamei et al. 2016; Oke 1987). One of the effects of the surrounding area on GCI is the shadow it casts. Shadow has been reported as a factor that enhances thermal comfort more than purely from its effect on air and surface temperature (Emmanuel et al. 2007). Aspect ratio of urban streets as a factor to quantify urban geometry and calculate shadow
plays an important role in heat mitigation and thermal comfort (Johansson 2006; Pearlmutter et al. 2006). If the aspect ratio equals to 2 or more, it means that a corridor or street is deep (Ahmad et al. 2005). Although in streets with tall surrounding buildings (deep streets), because of shadow, the temperature is lower than in streets with lower buildings (shallow streets), studies have shown that the cooling effect of trees in shallow streets is higher than in deep streets (Shashua-Bar et al. 2006; Srivanit and Kazunori 2011). Similar results have been reported for Lisbon, where the GCI in East-West streets was significantly higher than in North-South streets (Oliveira et al. 2011). Because of sun exposure, in E-W streets the thermal condition is worse than in N-S streets (Johansson 2006). Adding trees to E-W streets as a passive method to alleviate heat stress has been suggested especially for hot and dry climates (Toudert 2005). The shape of the built environment is another factor which alters shadow and GCI. Shashua-Bar et al. (Limor Shashua-Bar et al. 2006) calculated - that colonnades in urban streets as a factor in built form intensified GCI. They demonstrated that adding 70% of shadow from trees to a street with and without colonnade could decrease the air temperature by 2.8 and 2.0 K respectively. Another study showed that adding a mesh over grass, which causes a shadow, is an effective method to increase the GCI (Shashua-Bar et al. 2009).

The Wind is a meteorological parameter which is important for pedestrian comfort. In summer especially in hot-humid climates, its cooling role is imperative. Erell (Erell et al. 2012) (2012) demonstrated that a wind speed of about 1-1.5 m/s dropped the air temperature by about 2 K in cities. A similar study in Greece illustrated that various wind speeds decreased the air temperature up to 5 K (Georgakis and Santamouris 2006). Wind speed and direction can change the cooling intensity and cooling extension of vegetated areas. The built environment can alter wind patterns in urban spaces. By blocking the wind flow to the surrounding areas or channeling the wind and increasing its speed, the built environment has an effect on GCI. Oke (Oke et al. 1989) (1989) reported from a study in Montreal that a wind speed of more than 6 m/s could have the vegetation cooling effect disappear. Similar results from a recent study in London illustrated that during low wind speed the cooling extension of vegetated areas was greatest (Doick et al. 2014). Taha(Taha et al. 1989) concluded that in an upwind field the difference between the temperature of an orchard and an open space is bigger than in a downwind field. Another study showed that by increasing the height of buildings and blocking the wind flow the cooling extension of greenery will be decreased (Fryd et al. 2011). In addition, in this condition there might already be a lot of shadow from the buildings causing a decrease in the plant’s role in heat mitigation (Pearlmutter et al. 2006); see also the previous paragraph. In a study in Gothenburg, Sweden, no noticeable cooling extension was found because the park was directly enclosed by buildings (Upmanis et al. 1998). Similar results were reported by Saito et al. in Kumamoto, Japan (Saito et al. 1991). Eliasson et al. in their study illustrated that topography and slopes as factors in blocking nocturnal airflow from urban parks decreased GCI (Eliasson and Upmanis 2000). The direction of urban corridors is another factor of the built environment which changes wind patterns and velocity(Niachou et al. 2008). If streets are oriented towards the prevailing wind, the wind can penetrate deeper into the city (Santamouris et al. 2008). Several studies showed that an optimal orientation could decrease the temperature in the city (Ng et al. 2011; Taleb and Taleb 2014). In summary, many parameters of the urban geometry affect airflow and thereby change GCI. Urban density, the height of buildings and their arrangement are the factors mentioned most (Hamada et al. 2013; Hsieh and Wu 2012; Zoulia et al. 2009). These studies show that with a right orientation of streets and green corridors, wind channels with a moderate speed could be made. A moderate wind speed increases the cooling extension of green corridors and green patches in a city and can be used to decrease heat islands.

Urban land use has a pronounced effect on the GCI. With a study in Arizona, Stabler concluded that commercial and industrial land uses significantly have higher temperatures and lower NDVI compared to residential land uses (Stabler et al. 2005). In a previous study, he analyzed 107 randomly chosen sites and showed for different urban land uses, plant density was different which directly
affected temperature. (Stabler 2003). Also, Hamada et al. (Hamada et al. 2013) (2013) studied the relation between land-use types, surface temperature, and cooling extension. They showed that by approaching a park the temperature decreased in all land-uses. However, the cooling extension was less in commercial land uses as compared to other land uses. Although land use is a practical factor influencing GCI, there are not sufficient studies taking land use into account in order to draw clear conclusions.

Traffic is another factor that may decrease the cooling extension. Heat released by vehicle traffic may increase the temperature. Zoulia et al. (Zoulia et al. 2009) (2009) showed that the cooling extension of a large park in Athens was negligible because of heavy traffic. Another study showed a maximum reduction in air temperature by about 1.8 K by increasing tree canopy cover from 7.8% to 50%, while the maximum reduction in air temperature by decreasing the traffic load from 1500 to 750 vehicles per hour was 0.7 K. These changes in green canopy cover and traffic load also decreased PET by about 8.3°C and 1.1°C respectively (Shashua-Bar et al. 2012). Heavy traffic in a street decreased the GCI by around 3 K in Tel-Aviv (Shashua-Bar and Hoffman 2000).

A desirable combination of built-up geometry and green space based on their shadow and wind flow based on climatic type can mitigate temperature. Heat produced in the surroundings of greenery, like heat from traffic, may reduce the cooling extension of greenery. In commercial districts with a high traffic load, the cooling extension is insignificant. Thus an adequate distribution of commercial zones and traffic in a city in combination with sufficient greenery in these zones may increase GCI.

5. Conclusion

Increased temperatures in cities are an important consideration today. Many studies have suggested urban greening to mitigate these high temperatures. Vegetated areas, especially areas with trees, could make the micro-climate more comfortable for people not only by shading and inhibiting penetration of solar radiation but also by evaporating water and circulating air. The cooling effects of green spaces can be studied in two parameters, cooling intensity and cooling extension.

Studies into cooling intensity have shown that the cooling effect of urban green spaces varies between 0.2-6.8 K, although the temperature of green areas in some studies was higher than of their surroundings due to less shadow of some species, the heat released by grass decomposition, the midday photosynthesis and paved surfaces inside the green spaces. Studies reported similar effects for surface temperature and air temperature. However, the green space’s effect on thermal comfort is more than its effect on air and surface temperature. Adding shading trees decreased PET up to a maximum of 20°C which emphasizes the importance of greenery as a passive cooling method. For cooling intensity, the size of the green site, its shape, plant species, (micro-)climate and tree canopy cover are the main important indexes.

The cooling extension was found to vary between 0.2-1.4 K per 100 m showing a wide range due to varying factors that affect this distance. A high and dense urban fabric around green spaces may block a breeze; traffic and land use type may also affect cooling distance. In addition, the shape index is an internal factor which affects cooling extension.

The main results based on each index are:

**Size index** is one of the important issues under discussion concerning the cooling effect. Although even small green spaces can decrease the temperature, most of the studies indicated that the larger the park, the stronger the effect. Parks smaller than 3ha were not always cooler than their surroundings while larger parks were consistently cooler. In addition, all parks which were warmer than their surroundings were smaller than 2 ha.

**Shape index** is a factor with a negative correlation with cooling intensity and a positive correlation with cooling extension. Based on the exact location, different shapes will be effective. For instance, in the
districts of a city in which a heat island is detected and the cooling intensity is more important, e.g. in a city center, a regular shape is suggested. In other districts that require a large cooling distance to mitigate the temperature in a larger area, e.g. in neighborhoods, irregular shapes will be effective.

The canopy cover, covering urban space by shading trees is a method to control solar radiation and make cool islands in the morning. Based on the climate, the specific situation in the city and also the site, the optimum TCC is different. For example in a city with hot summers and mild winters, adding more shading trees will be effective. In contrast, in a city center with a night heat island, covering the urban spaces with trees will intensify the problem.

Species index with physical properties and metabolic behavior also affect temperature. The physical properties of each species which influence the leaf area, the density, and shading quality can mitigate temperature. Besides, some other characteristics, e.g. leaf color lightness, foliage density, leaf thickness, and leaf texture (surface roughness), also play a role in the cooling effect. Time of photosynthesis and amount of moisture transpired are other properties of plants which change the temperature. The exact problem will define which plants to select. For instance, in a city with hot days, shading trees are more effective than grass while in a city with a night heat island, grassland is more effective because its surface temperature drops fast.

The climate is an imperative factor which affects the GCI. The higher the temperature and the drier the climate, the higher the cooling effect of greenery in summer. In arid and semi-arid climates, the effects of planted areas were not only limited to surface and air temperature but also included the increase of humidity and the creation of cool breezes.

The adjacent urban fabric influences both the cooling intensity and cooling extension, by changing the amount of shadow in the city and by altering wind patterns. In addition land use has an effect on the GCI, for instance, commercial land uses to decrease the cooling effect. Also, heat produced by traffic is another factor which decreases or even vanishes the cooling extension.

In the time of climate change and global warming, urban designers and planners can apply passive methods to impact thermal comfort. Decision making based on climatic considerations may guide cities to sustainable urban development. The indexes which were extracted from the literature, regarding the climate zone, the specific problem and different targets may mitigate heat stress and make cities better places to live.
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